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c++ also adds namespace pollution in its original implementation, which, in turn, makes compilers of
c++ programs dislike things from c and c++ and be willing to throw it away. to avoid this, c++

compilers go through the trouble of being non-standard compliant, which makes that compiler ever
less likely to be used to compile c or c++ source code. these tools are part of an ongoing attempt to
eliminate unneccessary redundant keystrokes, e.g., in automatically submitting f1-help, f1-find-file,

f1-exit, f1-dispense, f1-exit, alt-anything-else, etc. and the other of these editors are very direct
descendants of the plan 9 kbd editor as implemented in the small plan 9c unix that has been ported
to linux by sam la louis and jason wiese. this makes sense: there are sufficient similarities in these
tools that they can benefit from a shared heritage. there are some important things to note about

the various editors. the nul character, together with various control characters, is used to signal the
end of a line. the eof character, together with various control characters, is used to signal the end of
a line. however, there are various situations where entering a line with that character will fail to start

a new line if there is no intervening whitespace. this might be because the text editor has no
conception of newlines other than the basic ones needed to delimit fields. it might be that the file

contains a dos file format that requires nul-delimited lines. in either case, a clumsy user may
inadvertently write a file containing invalid information.
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the relevant functions in unix are stat(1), lstat(1), and the getattr(2) sub-system call. if these are all
familiar then that is good news, because this is an old-fashioned way to do pathname tweaking. at

the same time the bsd group was taking the lead in implementing tcp/ip, the silicon graphics
research group was inviting people to the sgi usenix naughty network node to implement networking
features that made tcp/ip possible, and to give sgi developers an early look at the new protocol. the

two projects, and their competing goals, would eventually merge to produce the unix/x11/svr3
operating system in 1984. in its final form, the svr3 file system would be rewritten from scratch to
use the international standard iso 9060 "z-modem" text compression standard, as well as the iso
8879 standard (which in turn was based on uucp character set definitions that had been in use on
the uucp network since 1970). most unix systems adopted this file system by the early 1990s. a

major gap in the way that unix was developed for commercial purposes in the late 1970s and early
1980s was the lack of a coherent environment for computer programming that was not tied to a

single os implementation. unix applications were typically written to run on versions of unix modified
to meet their specific needs. coding standards and libraries such as blt (borland's libraries for text
processing) and blu (unix bloat) were developed for programmers who worked in this environment,
and made it possible to port unix applications across unix platforms. but this ad hoc approach was
not ideal for companies that wanted to build applications that could be used by a broad range of

customers with different systems. 5ec8ef588b
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